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Introduction

This option considers the changes in Irish politics, economy and society from the Act of 
Union in 1800 to the end of the nineteenth century. Over the course of the century Irish 
politics became more polarised into nationalist and unionist groupings, with resultant 
sectarian overtones. Nationalism itself was divided into constitutional and revolutionary 
groupings though, as many historians have argued, where one grouping ended and the 
other began is sometimes difficult to define. Cultural nationalism, seen most popularly 
through the development of Gaelic sports, developed in the 1880s. Unionism as an 
organised political force did not properly form until 1885, though earlier groups such as 
the Irish Conservatives and the Orange Order, were strong supporters of the Union. An 
underlying issue within this option is the Irish economy. Unionists could point to the 
industrial growth of Belfast as an example of the benefits of the Union, while nationalists 
could point to the Great Famine of 1845–52 as a damning indictment of the Union. 
The Land issue was not resolved until the twentieth century and tenant unrest was a 
key element within nationalist protest throughout the nineteenth century. Anglo-Irish 
relations are an important aspect of this study; for example, it was the Home Rule issue 
which led to a massive split within the Liberal party in 1885 and changed the shape of 
British politics for over three decades. 

This option is assessed in a written examination lasting one hour. Candidates answer 
a synoptic essay question covering a period of approximately 100 years. The synoptic 
essay question tests the candidate’s ability to assess change and/or development over 
a period of approximately 100 years. The question targets the assessment objective 
AO1: the candidate’s ability to demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge 
and understanding to evaluate the key features related to the periods studied, making 
substantiated judgements and exploring concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, 
change, continuity, similarity, difference and significance.

Note at questions will be comparative and will require a knowledge of aspects of unionism 
and nationalism in Ireland during the nineteenth century.

For ease of consultation, the following study is divided into six sections:
1.  Support for the Union
2.  Opposition to the Union: Constitutional Nationalism
3.  Opposition to the Union: Revolutionary Nationalism
4.  Opposition to the Union: Cultural Nationalism 
5.  The British Government Response to Irish Nationalism
6.  The Significance of Social and Economic Issues
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1. Support for the Union

(a) Early unionism

From the enactment of the Union in 1800 there were political groupings which were 
unionist. In the 1832 general election, despite the success of O’Connell’s Repeal 
campaign, the bulk of Irish MPs were still identified as Tories or Whigs, both groupings 
then committed to the Union. It was to be 1885 until a formal Irish Unionist Party was 
formed.

The Irish Protestant Conservative Society, formed in 1831, was a popular movement and 
emulated some of O’Connell’s tactics. It levied a ‘Protestant rent’ on its supporters and 
ensured maximum voter registration. The Belfast Conservative Society was formed in 1835 
and the Dublin Metropolitan Conservative Society in 1836, ensuring further grassroots 
activism. 

Web Video

Historical Association podcast by Dr Matthew Kelly, University of 
Southampton, ‘How did the nationalist and unionist movements develop 

during the 19th century?’:
http://www.history.org.uk/resources/student_resource_4865,5031_146.html

The Orange Order, formed in 1795, was a popular, exclusively Protestant, mass movement 
in parts of Ulster and Dublin for much of the nineteenth century. Its fortunes waxed and 
waned; it was weakened by internal divisions for part of the period and actually outlawed, 
along with a number of other secret societies, in 1824. In the 1880s, largely due to its 
opposition to the Land League, the Orange Order drew considerable support from the 
Protestant Ascendancy and middle class. Colonel Edward Saunderson, the first leader of 
the Irish Unionist Party, who had spoken out against the Orange Order in the 1870s, joined 
it in 1881, seeing it as a bastion against the Land League. It was to play an important 
role in the Irish Unionist Party when it was formed in 1885, providing much grassroots 
activism for unionist campaigns in both rural Ulster and in Belfast and Dublin. The Orange 
Order also established a number of lodges in Great Britain and Canada, which provided 
important support for Irish Unionists.

Web Article

The Grand Orange Lodge of Ireland’s own history of the first 100 years of the 
organisation:

http://www.grandorangelodge.co.uk/history.aspx?id=99485#.VoRA0-crFlY

http://www.history.org.uk/resources/student_resource_4865,5031_146.html
http://www.grandorangelodge.co.uk/history.aspx?id=99485#.VoRA0-crFlY
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Web Audio

RTE radio documentary concerning the ‘battle’ of Dolly’s Brae, in Co. Down in 
1849 between Orangemen and Ribbonmen:

http://www.rte.ie/radio1/doconone/2009/0630/646153-brae/

The disestablishment of the Church of Ireland in 1869 saw a lengthy campaign, which 
was important in bringing together various Protestant groups and providing the basis of 
organisation, which would later be used against Home Rule. With disestablishment, the 
Church of Ireland was no longer the state church for Ireland and it lost much of its wealth. 
This became a major political issue, to Presbyterians as well as Anglicans, as the rights 
of the Church of Ireland had been protected by the Act of Union, so disestablishment was 
seen as a renegotiation of the Union.

(b) The struggle against Home Rule

In 1884–5 the political situation changed entirely in Ireland and Britain. Conservatives in 
Ireland felt betrayed by the Conservative Party at Westminster, which had supported an 
extension of the franchise. This measure would aid Conservatives in Great Britain but in 
Ireland it was believed that the newly enfranchised electors would be disproportionately 
Catholic and thus likely to support Home Rule candidates. More seriously, in 1885, 
William Ewart Gladstone, the Liberal leader, announced his conversion to Home Rule. This 
deeply shocked many Liberals in Ireland, who were committed to the Union. The hatred of 
Gladstone by many in Ireland is neatly illustrated by the chamber pot below!

The result of these political upsets of 1884–5 was the formation of Irish unionism as a 
recognisable political grouping, formed from disgruntled Irish Conservatives and Liberals, 
who thought that the mainstream British parties had ignored their interests. The MPs at 
Westminster were often referred to as the ‘Ulster Party’, while grassroots organisations 
were established in 1885 with the creation of the Loyal Irish Union and the Irish Loyal and 
Patriotic Union (it was not until 1905 that grassroots organisations in Ulster were brought 
together in the Ulster Unionist Council). 

The popular strength of unionism was, of course, in Ulster, where most Protestants 
identified with unionism, and after 1885, Unionists normally had a bare majority of MPs 
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(16–17) in the nine-county province of Ulster. In Ulster, unionism appealed to all classes, 
with industrial workers in Belfast keen supporters of the cause as they saw their jobs as 
reliant on the British Empire, with its vast export markets for ships, linen products and 
heavy machinery. Outside Ulster, unionism tended to be identified with the landed gentry 
of the ‘big house’, though there was also a fair amount of support for unionism amongst 
the Protestant middle class and professionals, and in Dublin there was considerable 
unionist working-class support before 1900. While, of course, not all Protestants were 
Unionist voters, and a number of middle-class Catholics certainly identified with 
unionism, it is worth reflecting that in 1901 there were 210,000 members of the Church of 
Ireland and 19,000 Presbyterians out of a population of 2,800,000 people outside Ulster. 
This meant that Southern unionism had considerable numbers to draw on, though as 
the Protestant population (at least outside Dublin) was very dispersed, there was rarely 
enough of a ‘critical mass’ of Unionist voters in Southern Irish constituencies to make it 
worthwhile to nominate a parliamentary candidate.

Trinity College Dublin, before 1921 an Anglican institution heavily identified with 
unionism, returned two MPs (there were then university constituencies, where MPs were 
elected by male graduates of a university; so university graduates had an additional vote). 
From 1892 to 1918 one of these MPs was Edward Carson, the leader of the Irish Unionists 
from 1910 to 1921.

The South County Dublin constituency, which contained many middle-class and 
professional Protestant voters, along with a number of Catholics who identified with the 
Union (many of them employed as civil servants at Dublin Castle), returned a Unionist MP, 
Sir Horace Plunkett, between 1892 and 1900. Somewhat surprisingly a Unionist candidate 
won a by-election for Galway City in 1900, when the nationalist vote was split. 

Southern unionism, with its support base amongst the middle and upper class, was also 
important in funding Irish Unionist election campaigns in Ulster and in Great Britain. 
Up until the end of the nineteenth century, the Irish Unionist Alliance tried to ensure 
that Unionist candidates stood in as many Ulster constituencies as possible, even when 
there was no chance of success, to maximise the Unionist turnout. The Irish Unionist 
Alliance also funded pamphlets and leaflets which were circulated throughout the United 
Kingdom. The Irish Unionist Alliance could also claim the support of 28 peers, who made 
the case for Irish unionism in the House of Lords, which, before 1911, could entirely block 
government legislation.

The first leader of the Irish Unionists, from 1885 to 1906, was Edward Saunderson, a 
major landowner and militia colonel from Co. Cavan. Saunderson had started his career 
as a Liberal, sitting as an MP from Co. Cavan from 1865 to 1874, but as a Unionist he 
represented North Armagh from 1885 to 1906.

Web Article

Public Record Office of Northern Ireland guide to the papers of Colonel 
Edward Saunderson:

http://www.proni.gov.uk/introduction_saunderson_papers.pdf

http://www.rte.ie/radio1/doconone/2009/0630/646153-brae/
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Saunderson could claim some success as Irish Unionist leader. His ability to speak well 
on public platforms in Great Britain did much to contribute to the defeat of the first and 
second Home Rule Bills. His wealth, large house in London and ability to entertain British 
politicians (mainly Conservatives) well also helped to promote the Irish Unionist cause 
at Westminster. Saunderson also presided over the development of some more popular 
elements within unionism. He was a leading figure within the Orange Order and asked 
Lord Templetown to form the Unionist Clubs in 1893 (which were a popular movement in 
1893–5 and again in 1911–14). 

The Ulster Unionist Convention of 17 June 1892, held in the Botanic Gardens, Belfast, 
brought a crowd of around 12,000 Unionists to the city and is seen as the blueprint for 
the much larger Ulster Covenant demonstrations of September 1912. One of the notable 
contributions at the Convention was by Frank Johnston, a coach builder by trade: 

It is with feelings of great responsibility that I rise in the name of the 
industrial classes of Ulster to support the resolutions [opposing Home 
Rule] before us today, and to assert that there exists in this province a 
powerful and determined body of men who will never be coerced into 
accepting any form of government which would virtually make us slaves 
of the Nationalist party, rob us of our homes, our civil and religious liberty, 
and deprive us of our citizenship in the United Kingdom. We declare our 
loyalty and devotion to the Queen and our steadfast adherence to the 
Union established between Great Britain and Ireland, and we are convinced 
that the creation of a separate Parliament in Dublin would have the most 
disastrous effects upon the trade and prosperity of this country generally. 
(Belfast News-Letter, 18 June 1892)

However, Saunderson became increasingly out of touch with grassroots unionism in Ulster. 
A landed gentlemen from Cavan, he never really understood the interests of Unionist 
tenant farmers or industrial workers. This saw dissension within the ranks of unionism, 
especially when the immediate threat of Home Rule had passed in 1893. Thus Thomas 
Harrison stood in North Belfast in the 1900 general election against an ‘official’ Unionist 
candidate, claiming that the working class in Belfast were not being represented by the 
Unionist Party. In 1898 a Presbyterian Unionist Voters Association was formed and was 
successful in having T. L. Corbett elected for the North Down parliamentary seat in 1900. 
Corbett claimed that a Belfast clique had tried to impose an Anglican candidate on the 
constituency, and his campaign also focused on the concerns of tenant farmers over land 
reform. James Orr, a local businessman, stood against Saunderson in North Armagh in 
1900 and, while Saunderson comfortably won the seat, Orr did gain considerable support 
from tenant farmers.

Militant, armed unionism, seen on such a significant scale in 1913–14, was not 
widespread between 1885 and 1900. However, in 1886, when the First Home Rule Bill 
was being considered by Parliament, around 50 Unionists were being drilled at Richill, 
Co. Armagh, by Edwin Best, a local solicitor. In 1893, when the Second Home Rule Bill 
was being debated, small groups, totalling 200 men, were reported to be drilling in Co. 
Fermanagh. Most of this drilling was organised by Major Gerard Irvine, a major landowner 
in the county. Also in 1893, Fred Crawford, later to become famous for organising the 
mass UVF gun-running of April 1914, formed the Young Ulster movement. This was a 
small, secret society, which operated under the cover of a gymnastic club and whose 
members had to possess a rifle or revolver. This drilling all petered out after 1893 when 
the Second Home Rule Bill was defeated. The police tried to prosecute those drilling at 
Richill in 1885, but the jury returned a not guilty verdict, while in 1893 the police decided 
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not to prosecute Major Irvine, believing that his activities were not particularly serious 
and that to give him publicity would be playing into his hands. Nevertheless, this failure 
of the government to act against militant Unionists in 1893 set a dangerous precedent for 
the events of 1911–14.

Teaching and Learning Activity
Questions for discussion:

1.  Why did Irish Unionists oppose Home Rule?
2.  How effective was Edward Saunderson as leader of the Irish Unionists?
3.  What divisions emerged within Irish unionism, c. 1885 to 1900?
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2. Opposition to the Union: 
Constitutional Nationalism

(a) Overview

Constitutional, that is non-violent, opposition to the Act of Union was not constant 
throughout the nineteenth century, reaching peaks in 1843 (with the mass meetings 
in support of Repeal of the Act of Union), 1885 (the First Home Rule Bill) and 1893 (the 
Second Home Rule Bill) and troughs in the 1860s (with the collapse of the Independent 
Irish Party) and 1891–1900 (with the fall of Parnell and fracturing of the Irish 
Parliamentary Party). The demands of constitutional nationalists also changed over the 
period. In the 1820s the campaign was for Catholic Emancipation and the removal of the 
Penal Laws which prevented Catholics holding certain offices of state, notably serving as 
Members of Parliament. In the 1830s and 1840s the demand changed to one for Repeal of 
the Act of Union, a complicated demand (as discussed in detail below) which in essence 
seemed to demand a return to an independent Irish parliament, dominated by gentry 
interests. From 1870 through to 1914, constitutional nationalists demanded Home Rule: 
devolved government within the United Kingdom. 

(b) Daniel O’Connell and the campaign for Catholic Emancipation

In the immediate aftermath of the Act of Union, nationalist opposition was disorganised 
and ineffective. Through the 1810s, Catholics themselves were distracted by a debate, the 
so-called ‘veto question’, over whether, in return for Emancipation, the British government 
should have some say in the appointment of Catholic bishops in Ireland. This was a 
somewhat curious distraction as in 1799 the Catholic hierarchy had seemed happy with 
some level of British government involvement. Also, in France and Prussia the Catholic 
Church was reconciled to government involvement in the appointment of Catholic 
bishops.

Even had Catholics been better organised in the first two decades of the nineteenth 
century, there was little prospect of them gaining concessions from the British 
government. With the passing of the Act of Union, those in favour of Catholic 
Emancipation, such as William Pitt and Lord Castlereagh, were replaced by John Foster, 
William Saurin and Robert Peel. Peel, a future Tory Prime Minister (1834–35 and 1841–
46), was Chief Secretary for Ireland from 1812 to 1818 and was seen as firmly anti-
Catholic. He opposed all Catholic relief measures in Parliament, forced the disbandment of 
the moderate Catholic Board (which had done nothing more radical than organise a series 
of petitions to Parliament) in 1814, harassed the Catholic newspapers in Ireland and 
managed the election campaigns for Irish MPs sympathetic to his regime. 

Tom Bartlett has argued that the opening decades of the nineteenth century saw a 
growing democratisation of the Catholics of Ireland. In 1793, Catholics in Ireland were 
able to vote on the same basis as Protestants (we should recognise that the franchise 
remained very restricted in this period) with the removal of some of the Penal Laws. This 
meant, crucially, that tenant farmers with rents of 40s per year were able to vote. It was 
this group that was to be mobilised by the Catholic Association, formed in 1823, and was 
to play such an important role in the campaign for Catholic Emancipation.
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Daniel O’Connell, a gifted lawyer and committed Catholic, quickly emerged as the 
leader of this group. The movement he organised and led can be seen as one of the first 
non-violent, mass political groupings in modern Europe. Under O’Connell, the Catholic 
Association, unlike the older Catholic Board, served to politicise Catholics more widely, 
while keeping protest within the law. All sorts of Catholic grievances were brought to the 
Catholic Association and publicised by it, such as bias in the judiciary, the activities of 
grasping landlords and the problems of tithes (a tax payable by all denominations to the 
Church of Ireland). The Catholic Association became a mass movement in 1824 when the 
so-called Catholic Rent was introduced. Initially, the Catholic Association had asked for a 
membership fee of one guinea a year (using a conversion of gold prices this would equal 
around £180 in today’s money), closing membership to all but the wealthy; but in 1824 
this was lowered to just 1d per month or one shilling a year (the equivalent to £8.20 a year 
in modern currency). By December 1824, £7,000 had been raised and between January 
and March 1825 another £9,000 had been raised – very large sums by 1820s standards – 
evidencing a large membership.

By 1826, most Irish MPs were expressing sympathy for the cause of Catholic 
Emancipation and in the general election of that year the Catholic Association led the 
campaign to unseat Ascendancy candidates and replace them with liberal minded 
Protestants, sympathetic to their cause. This was seen most markedly with the defeat 
of George Beresford in Waterford, a seat which had been held as a personal fiefdom by 
his family for many years, by a young, liberal, Protestant landlord, Henry Villiers Stuart, 
by 1,327 votes to 527. Beresford was to complain that he had been defeated as Catholic 
priests had threatened to excommunicate anyone who voted for him.

While the majority of Irish MPs and a number of senior politicians in Britain (including 
Sir Robert Peel and the Duke of Wellington) now saw Catholic Emancipation as either 
desirable or inevitable, political instability in Westminster meant that legislation 
was not immediately brought forward. O’Connell, demonstrating his background as a 
lawyer, announced that he would provoke a constitutional crisis by standing for the 
next parliamentary seat which became vacant; the niceties of the Penal Law, preventing 
a Catholic from holding a parliamentary seat, meant that there was nothing to stop 
O’Connell standing for election, or indeed being elected. It was only when it came to 
actually swearing the oath, before taking his seat in the House of Commons, that a 
Catholic MP would be prevented from doing so.

O’Connell entered the race for the seat of Ennis in County Clare in June 1828. This was 
not an ideal contest for O’Connell as his opponent, William Vesey Fitzgerald, was a benign 
landlord who supported Catholic Emancipation himself. Nevertheless O’Connell ran a 
tough campaign against Fitzgerald and won the seat by 2,057 votes to 982 when polling 
finished on the 5 July 1828.

Web Articles

Coverage of Clare by-election campaign, 1828, including contemporary 
cartoons and newspaper reports in an article by Declan Barron:

http://www.clarelibrary.ie/eolas/coclare/history/clare_election_1828.htm

Entry in History of Parliament by Stephen Farrell:
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1820-1832/member/oconnell-
daniel-1775-1847

http://www.clarelibrary.ie/eolas/coclare/history/clare_election_1828.htm
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1820-1832/member/oconnell-daniel-1775-1847
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1820-1832/member/oconnell-daniel-1775-1847
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In the aftermath of the Clare by-election, the British government was forced to bring 
forward Catholic Emancipation. This allowed Catholics to hold all but the highest offices of 
state (the position of monarch is still closed to a Catholic) and, to O’Connell’s delight, did 
not include any veto by the British government over the appointment of Catholic bishops. 
More problematically for O’Connell, the franchise for county constituencies was raised 
from 40s to £10, which drastically reduced the number of Catholic voters and struck at the 
basis of the Catholic Association. O’Connell wrote to his wife on 6 March 1829, outlining 
the provisions of the Catholic Emancipation Bill:

My darling Love,

The bills are announced. Great and glorious triumph as far as the 
Emancipation bill goes – no Veto – no payment of the clergy – no 
ecclesiastical arrangements. So far the bill is excellent. If it passed 
alone, it would be the greatest of triumphs. It is to be a single bill, 
that is, the Emancipation bill is to pass by itself. There are to be two 
other bills, one a bill to prevent the extension of the Jesuits and other 
monastic orders. I will drive a coach and six through it. Another clause 
is to prevent Catholic bishops from being called Lords – absurd and 
childish.

Next comes the mischief – bill to raise the freehold qualification to 
ten pounds. This is bad, very bad, and we must prevent it if we can. 
I will publish on Tuesday a letter on this subject but everything else 
is admirable. Whoever thought we could get such a bill from Peel 
and Wellington. Catholics can be judges, mayors, sheriffs, aldermen, 
common counselmen, peers of parliament, members of parliament, 
everything, in short, everything. There is no doubt of the bill passing. 
The King is tied hand and foot by his own acts. Darling, may I say that 
I contributed to this. Everything well but the 40s freehold but in my 
opinion the £10 will really give more power to the Catholics. I must 
however support the freeholders.

Darling, I am in perfect health and spirits. I tread on air. Oh, if I could 
support the 40s freeholders! That, that is the only blot.

Cited in M. R. O’Connell (ed.), The Correspondence of Daniel O’Connell: 
Volume IV, 1829–1832 (Dublin Stationery Office for the Irish 
Manuscripts Commission, 1977), pp. 20–21.

(c) Repeal and reform

Following his success with the campaign for Catholic Emancipation, O’Connell now turned 
his attention, at least in public, to the Repeal of the Union. The concept of Repeal was in 
essence very simple: a return to the constitutional position of 1799, with a separate Irish 
parliament. However, the finer points of Repeal were puzzling. O’Connell, even when he 
asked for ‘simple Repeal’, can surely not have envisaged a return to the Penal Laws, which 
had been removed by the Westminster Parliament since 1800, nor a return to the old 
Irish constituencies, controlled by the Crown or wealthy landowners. Through the 1830s, 
O’Connell supported radical causes in the Westminster Parliament: manhood suffrage, 
vote by secret ballot, equal electoral districts, triennial parliaments and the removal of 
property qualifications for MPs – all a far cry from the corrupt practices associated with 
the old Irish parliament. Oliver Mac Donagh, in his highly recommended biography of 
O’Connell, notes:
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… he was using Repeal as a political instrument rather than pursuing 
it as a goal. He employed it to justify his associations, to launch 
his agitations, to frighten the whigs into concessionary measures 
or appointments, to lead into “Justice for Ireland” demands, to 
demonstrate good faith to British politicians when he shelved it, or to 
mark off a distinct political grouping of his own when he slapped it 
down upon the counter once again.

Oliver Mac Donagh, The Emancipist: Daniel O’Connell 1830–47 (London: 
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1989), p. 80. 

Repeal was certainly an effective rallying call for O’Connell’s supporters, and some of the 
largest crowds in Irish history came to hear him speak (or, probably more accurately in 
the age before the public address system, to say them had seen him). 

Contemporaries reported that crowds of 300,000 or more people gathered at these 
‘monster meetings’ (a term first coined by The Times of London but quickly adopted by 
O’Connell and his supporters). These meetings were held between March and September 
1843, some at historic sites, such as Cashel, but most at strategically located county 
towns. The largest meeting was that held at the Hill of Tara on ‘Lady Day’, 15 August 1843, 
when the lowest published estimate of the crowd was 800,000 and The Times estimated 
1,000,000.

Web Article

History Ireland article, Gary Owens, ‘Hedge Schools of Politics: O’Connell’s 
Monster Meetings’ 2, no. 1 (Spring 1994):
http://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/hedge-schools-of-

politics-oconnells-monster-meetings/

However, Repeal was never a realistic policy in itself. When, under pressure from some of 
his MPs, O’Connell brought the issue to the House of Commons, it was defeated by 523 
votes to 38, with just one solitary English MP supporting the cause of Repeal. 

Web Article

O’Connell’s opening speech (HC Deb 22 April 1834 vol 22 cc1090–158), which 
lasted for five hours, can be read in full at:
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1834/apr/22/repeal-of-the-

union-ireland#S3V0022P0_18340422_HOC_7

Reflecting on his speech to his friend Edward Dwyer (before the vote had been taken) on 
the 24 April 1834, O’Connell wrote:

I never felt more buoyant in spirits nor so strong in my hopes of 
Repeal, as at this moment. When an accurate report of my speech 
appears, as it will without delay, from the notes of Mr. McCabe, with 
the documentary illustrations, I do think it will make an impression in 
Ireland. I was unable to use a tenth part of the materials with which I 
am provided, and I exhausted half my speech in proving the rights. Up 
to this moment all is not only well but infinitely better than could have 
been expected, and nothing but keeping up religious dissensions in 
Ireland can possibly prevent us from becoming too powerful in moral 

http://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/hedge-schools-of-politics-oconnells-monster-
http://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/hedge-schools-of-politics-oconnells-monster-
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1834/apr/22/repeal-of-the-union-ireland#S3V0022P0_1834042
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1834/apr/22/repeal-of-the-union-ireland#S3V0022P0_1834042
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influence to allow the nation to continue much longer in the condition 
of a province.

From, M. R. O’Connell (ed.), The Correspondence of Daniel O’Connell: 
Volume V 1833–1836 (Blackwater for the Irish Manuscripts Commission, 
Dublin, 1978), pp. 126–7.

O’Connell, with a clear understanding that Repeal was an unpopular issue in Great Britain 
(whereas Catholic Emancipation had received widespread support), preferred to use the 
evidence of mass support for his cause to obtain concessions from the Whig government 
in London: reform rather than Repeal. This policy came to full fruition in 1835 when, 
following the general election of that year, O’Connell entered into an informal alliance 
with the Whigs to keep them in government. The alternative, as O’Connell recognised, was 
to have a Tory government, under Sir Robert Peel, which would have no interest in Irish 
reform, let alone Repeal. The formal alliance with the Whigs was agreed at Lichfield House 
and is generally known as the ‘Lichfield House Compact’. In this, O’Connell and his MPs 
agreed to support the Whig government of Lord Melbourne in return for action on tithes 
(taxes paid by tenant farmers to the Church of Ireland, even if they were Catholics or 
Presbyterians), municipal reform and government appointments. This agreement was to 
last until 1841.

As a result of the Lichfield House Compact, the Dublin Castle administration contained 
the first Catholic Law Officers since the reign of James II. At a local level, Catholics and 
Liberals were soon to be appointed as magistrates and sheriffs, breaking Ascendancy 
control over local government. However, legislation was more difficult to pass, with the 
Tory dominated House of Lords blocking reform of municipal government and tithes in 
Ireland. Eventually, after various deals had been made between the Whigs and Tories, 
1838 saw reform of tithes (now paid by landlords only and with arrears paid by the 
government). In 1838 a Poor Relief Act for Ireland was passed which established a very 
basic level of public support for the destitute, through the creation of workhouses. The 
basis of national primary education was also established in this period. In 1840 the old 
municipal corporations (which were almost entirely Protestant in composition and had a 
tiny electorate) were abolished and replaced with elected councils. This paved the way for 
O’Connell to become Lord Mayor of Dublin in 1841, the first Catholic to hold the post since 
1688.

While O’Connell could point to solid achievements as a result of the Lichfield House 
Compact, the electorate was not enthused and, indeed, his political activities at 
Westminster had been at the expense of leading agitation in Ireland. In 1832, O’Connell 
had led 32 MPs; in the 1841 general election only 18 were returned.

The year 1841 saw the return of a Tory government under Sir Robert Peel and the loss of 
O’Connell’s influence at both Westminster and Dublin Castle. His response was to return to 
widespread peaceful protest in Ireland, through the ‘monster meetings’. The last of these 
was to be held on 7 October 1843, but the government decided to ban it. O’Connell, faced 
with the danger of a peaceful demonstration descending into violence, decided to call 
off this meeting. Despite this rejection of violence, O’Connell, his son John and a number 
of other prominent Repealers were tried for conspiracy in February 1844. O’Connell was 
sentenced to one year’s imprisonment and fined £2,000. O’Connell’s time in prison was 
not especially difficult; he had a suite in the Governor’s House and was able to receive 
visitors whenever he wanted. He also didn’t have to serve a full year in prison as the House 
of Lords overturned his conviction, in September 1844, on the basis that the jury had not 
been properly selected.
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O’Connell was certainly not a broken man when he left prison, but his authority was to 
be undermined by the actions of the Young Irelanders (see the section on Revolutionary 
Nationalism below). O’Connell expelled the Young Irelanders from the Repeal movement 
in July 1846 but in December 1846 he had to consider reconciliation with them, due to 
the threat of mass resignations.

In the summer of 1845, O’Connell held four more monster meetings but the onset of 
the Great Famine saw an end to such mass political activity. O’Connell quickly realised 
the scale of the potato crop failure and was one of the founders of the Mansion House 
Committee, established in Dublin in October 1845 to promote relief measures. O’Connell 
was also to be removed from grassroots political activity in Ireland in early 1846 through 
his dealings with Lord John Russell’s new Whig government at Westminster.

In late 1846, O’Connell’s health collapsed due to a brain infection after botched surgery. 
His last great public appearance was on 8 February 1847 when, trembling and barely 
audible, he addressed the House of Commons on the subject of the Famine. He predicted, 
with accuracy, the likely death toll and calmly acknowledged that only the British 
Parliament had the means to halt the disaster. O’Connell, conscious that his life was 
drawing to a close, set off for Rome, with his physicians recommending a warmer climate 
and his chaplain a visit to the new Pope, Pius IX. However, O’Connell was never to reach 
Rome, and on 15 May 1847 he died in Genoa. In accordance with his wishes, his heart was 
buried in Rome and his body at Glasnevin Cemetery in Dublin.

With the demise of O’Connell, the Repeal Association floundered. An Independent Irish 
Party was established in 1850 but by 1859 it had also essentially collapsed, with many 
of its leading members defecting to the Whig Party, which rewarded some of them with 
government office.

(d) Home Rule

The concept of Home Rule, which was to shape Irish politics for almost 50 years, was 
developed by Issac Butt and led to the formation of the Home Government Association in 
1870. The demand for Home Rule was, in essence, a call for Ireland to receive a devolved 
government and remain part of the United Kingdom. 
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Web Audio

Dr Conor Mulvagh (University College Dublin) interviewed by John Dorney on 
NearFM, The History Show, concerning the Home Rule movement:

http://www.theirishstory.com/2012/12/09/interview-conor-mulvagh-on-the-home-rule-
party/#.VopN1-crFMs

Web Article

James McConnell writes on ‘Irish Home Rule’:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/home_rule_movement_01.

shtml

Butt himself was a Protestant and had been professor of political economy at Trinity 
College Dublin from 1836 to 1840 and a Tory MP for Youghal from 1853 to 1865. He 
was therefore seen very much as an establishment figure. However, through the Dublin 
University Magazine, established in 1831, of which he was editor for many years, Butt 
developed an interest in Irish history and culture. This, along with his career as a barrister, 
in which he defended Young Irelanders and Fenians, saw Butt embracing constitutional 
nationalism. However, Butt remained politically conservative and was firmly committed 
to the British Empire, which meant that he was not a particularly effective leader of 
the Home Rule movement and didn’t fully understand the concerns of the grass roots 
supporters.

Butt was replaced as leader of the Home Rule movement (Irish Parliamentary Party) 
by Charles Stewart Parnell in 1880. While Butt’s leadership had been under attack for 
being ineffectual, it was only on Butt’s death that Parnell took control of the Home Rule 
movement. Like Butt, Parnell was a Protestant, from a landed family in Avondale, Co. 
Wicklow. After his education at Magdalene College, Cambridge, he became IPP MP for 
Meath in 1875, representing Cork City from 1880 to 1891. 

Parnell expanded the basis of support for the Home Rule movement when he presided 
over the ‘New Departure’. This agreement brought together the IPP with the Land League 
and the Fenian movement (on the latter, see the section on Revolutionary Nationalism 
below). The Land League was founded in Dublin in October 1879 and it sought ultimately 
to end landlordism in Ireland and allow farmers to buy out their farms on advantageous 
terms, with generous loans from the British government. In the short term, many tenants 
hoped to see a reduction in their rents. The chief architect of the Land League was Michael 
Davitt, but Parnell was President and he helped the Land League to develop as a national 
organisation. 

The ‘New Departure’ accepted the view that the land question was linked with the Home 
Rule issue. The motives of the Fenians in endorsing the ‘New Departure’ are rather unclear, 
but it seems likely that revolutionary nationalists felt that the joint actions of the IPP and 
Land League would prove ineffectual in resolving the land question and that the Fenian 
movement would then receive mass support from tenant farmers who would see the 
overthrow of British rule as the only solution to the land question. These forces combined 
to wage the Land War between 1879 and 1882, which saw widespread rent strikes, 
collective opposition to eviction, and boycotts of landlords and their agents, along with 
more violent actions such as cattle maiming and shootings. 

http://www.theirishstory.com/2012/12/09/interview-conor-mulvagh-on-the-home-rule-party/#.VopN1-crFMs
http://www.theirishstory.com/2012/12/09/interview-conor-mulvagh-on-the-home-rule-party/#.VopN1-crFMs
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/home_rule_movement_01.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/home_rule_movement_01.shtml
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Under Parnell the Home Rule movement made good progress. The British government 
brought in a Land Act in 1881, which reduced rent, made leases more secure and 
appeased the majority of the supporters of the Land League. But by the winter of 1881–2, 
most of the Land League leaders, were imprisoned in Kilmainham Jail. However, Parnell 
let it be known that, if he were released, he would commit to follow purely constitutional 
methods. The result of this was the ‘Kilmainham Treaty’ which allowed for the release of 
Parnell and his followers in May 1882. 

A tiny revolutionary group, the Invincibles, extremists who had split from the Fenians, 
assassinated the Irish Chief Secretary (Lord Frederick Cavendish) and Under Secretary (T. 
H. Burke) in Phoenix Park in May 1882. These murders depressed Parnell, who considered 
resigning from politics, concerned that the militancy which he had supported had now 
spiralled out of control. However, William Gladstone, the Liberal leader, persuaded Parnell 
to remain as head of the IPP and Parnell himself remained convinced that the British 
Parliament would ultimately grant Ireland Home Rule. As a result of the Phoenix Park 
murders, Parnell distanced himself firmly from the militancy of the Land League and the 
Fenian movement.

However, the wider dynamics of British politics, which saw a split in the Liberal party, 
when Gladstone was converted to Home Rule and Joseph Chamberlain established the 
Liberal Unionists, meant that an attempt to bring in Home Rule in 1886 was defeated in 
the House of Commons. A further attempt to introduce Home Rule, in 1893, was defeated 
in the Conservative dominated House of Lords; only in 1911, when the powers of the House 
of Lords were curtailed, was another Home Rule Bill introduced.

While Parnell developed a well organised, well-funded and firmly disciplined party 
machine, it made little progress on the issue of Home Rule in the later 1880s. In 1890 
Parnell was exposed as an adulterer when knowledge of his affair with Katharine (‘Kitty’) 
O’Shea, wife of the Home Rule MP Captain William O’Shea, became public following their 
divorce. 

Web Audio

Broadcast on Katharine O’Shea:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/womanshour/02/2008_18_thu.shtml

Parnell continued as IPP leader but, when both the Catholic Church and William Gladstone 
condemned his behaviour, many of his MPs disowned him. Gladstone was conscious that 
the Protestant non-conformists, who were the backbone of the Victorian Liberal party, 
would no longer support Home Rule while the Home Rule movement was led by Parnell. 
Gladstone informed IPP MPs of this. At an acrimonious meeting in Committee Room 15 
at Westminster on 6 December 1890, Justin McCarthy led 44 IPP MPs away from Parnell’s 
leadership. Parnell continued as titular head of the IPP, and a large minority of MPs 
continued to support him. Parnell stated that the Catholic Church should not intrude in 
politics and that the IPP should not defer to the British Liberal party over its choice of 
leader. He also revisited some of his early militancy, negotiating again with the Fenians. 
However, Parnell was aged prematurely by the divorce scandal, and a punishing round of 
public speeches which he gave in Ireland. He died in October 1891. 

For the next nine years the IPP was split into pro- and anti-Parnellites and was not 
an effective force in the House of Commons. Only in 1900, due to the electoral threat 
from the United Irish League (a radical agrarian organisation), opposition to the British 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/womanshour/02/2008_18_thu.shtml
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campaign against the Boers in South Africa and local reconciliation in the context of 
the centenary of the 1798 Rebellion did the IPP reform, under the leadership of John 
Redmond. 

Teaching and Learning Activity
Questions for discussion:
 

1.  Why was Daniel O’Connell so successful in his campaign to gain Catholic 
Emancipation, in comparison to his failure to gain Repeal of the Union?

2.  How effectively did constitutional nationalist leaders mobilise popular support for their 
cause?

3. To what extent did Parnell ally constitutional and revolutionary nationalism in the ‘New 
Departure’?
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3. Opposition to the Union: 
Revolutionary Nationalism

There was a long tradition of revolutionary, or militant, nationalism in Ireland, 
stretching back at least to the United Irishmen of the 1790s. In the nineteenth century, 
revolutionary nationalism manifested itself through the United Irishmen, the Young 
Irelanders and the Fenian movement.

(a) United Irishmen

The United Irishmen had emerged in 1791 as a revolutionary movement motivated by 
the ideology of the American and French Revolutions. Initially, the United Irishmen had 
promoted parliamentary reform and Catholic Emancipation but by 1794 they promoted 
a more militant cause, calling for a union of Irishmen of all denominations, removal of 
the connection with England and an alliance with revolutionary France. Theobald Wolfe 
Tone emerged as a principal leader of the movement and was successful in obtaining 
French military support, though the attempt to land large numbers of French troops 
in Bantry Bay in 1796 ended in failure due to adverse weather conditions. By February 
1798 the movement boasted a membership of 280,000 and was in close alliance with the 
Defenders, a radical Catholic agrarian society.

A determined counterinsurgency campaign in Ulster in 1797, led by General Lake, did 
much to weaken the United Irishmen. Risings in Antrim, Down, Wexford and Connaught 
during 1798 were all defeated by government forces, despite the arrival of a small French 
expedition. Wolfe Tone committed suicide while awaiting trial, and other United Irish 
leaders were arrested.

In the aftermath of 1798, Robert Emmet emerged as a major figure in the reformed United 
Irishmen. He planned and led a rising in Dublin on 23 July 1803. However, due to confused 
planning, only a small United Irish force assembled, around 300 men and they failed to 
capture Dublin Castle, the seat of British power in Ireland. Within two hours, British troops 
had managed to disperse the United Irishmen and Emmet was executed on 20 September 
1803. In the aftermath of the rising another 21 United Irishmen were also executed and 
this effectively ended the United Irishmen as a serious revolutionary threat.

Web Video

See the links below for a series of lectures by Professor Patrick Geoghegan, 
Department of History, Trinity College Dublin, concerning Robert Emmet and 

the 1803 Rebellion:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQdOU9u22U8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaKvHGIryIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9zdPPQo_H0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQdOU9u22U8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaKvHGIryIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9zdPPQo_H0
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(b) Young Ireland

The next revolutionary movement to emerge in nineteenth century Ireland was the Young 
Irelanders, who split from the Repeal movement in 1846. They emerged in 1842 led by 
Thomas Davis, Charles Gavan Duffy and John Blake Dillon. 

Young Irelanders believed in the promotion of a non-sectarian, cultural nationalism and 
developed their ideas through the Nation newspaper. The membership of the Young 
Irelanders was both Catholic and Protestant and mainly middle class, many of them 
graduates of Trinity College Dublin. Throughout the 1840s the group sought to promote 
the Irish language and Irish literature. Initially the Young Irelanders were a part of 
O’Connell’s Repeal movement, but they publicly split with O’Connell in 1845 when he 
opposed the creation of the Queen’s Colleges in Ireland. Thomas Davis, in particular, was a 
firm advocate of mixed education and supported the establishment of the non-sectarian 
Queen’s Colleges in Belfast, Cork and Galway, while O’Connell saw these as an attack on 
Catholicism in Ireland. In 1846 the Young Irelanders criticised O’Connell’s negotiations 
with the Whigs. As a result, O’Connell required members of the Repeal Association to 
renounce the use of force, terms to which the Young Irelanders would not agree, and they 
left the movement.

Young Ireland itself remained a rather elite organisation; it failed to attract support from 
the peasantry or the Catholic clergy. News of the revolution in France in February 1848 
provided a revolutionary impetus to the movement, but the Young Irelanders failed to 
secure support from either the new French government or the radical Chartist movement 
in England. Plans for a rising were developed by May 1848, but, warned by an effective 
spy network, the British government moved to arrest leaders in July 1848. The 1848 
rebellion itself was a fairly miserable affair, as around 100 armed peasants, led by William 
Smith O’Brien, confronted a party of police at Ballingarry, Co. Tipperary on 29 July 1848. 
The police took refuge in widow McCormack’s farmhouse and the rebellion collapsed 
as the police fired on the Young Irelanders, killing two of them, and British military 
reinforcements arrived. O’Brien was arrested and tried, but was transported to Australia 
rather than executed. While the 1848 rebellion was a failure in strictly military terms, the 
Young Irelanders influenced later generations of Irish revolutionaries with their promotion 
of cultural nationalism.

Web Video

Professor Patrick Geoghegan, Department of History, Trinity College Dublin, 
speaking about the 1848 Rebellion:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5VzeoCV1HI

(c) The Fenians

The Fenian movement or Irish Republican Brotherhood, was formed in Dublin in 1858 
by James Stephens, a veteran of the Young Ireland rising of 1848. The Fenians were a 
revolutionary movement from the outset, and relied heavily on Irish immigrants in the 
USA for financial support. The aim of the Fenians was to establish a democratic Irish 
republic, and they were a secret society. Stephens managed to build a mass movement, 
though Professor R. V. Comerford has noted that many members seemed more interested 
in the sporting and social activities available within Fenianism than in revolutionary 
activity. Fenianism had recruited well amongst Irish communities in Great Britain and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5VzeoCV1HI
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amongst Irish soldiers serving in the British army.

Web Video

Professor Patrick Geoghegan, Department of History, Trinity College Dublin, 
speaking about the Fenian movement:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJtpoUd4S3U

However, Stephens fell out with his compatriots in the USA, which led to various problems 
in financing and arming the organisation. The Catholic Church also opposed the Fenian 
movement and British government spies quickly infiltrated it, leading to a series of 
arrests, including that of Stephens himself.

On the night of 4–5 March 1867 there was a Fenian rising in Dublin. The plan appears 
to have been that about 5,000 Fenians from Dublin itself were to meet on Tallaght Hill, 
outside the city. They would then march on Wicklow, where they would be joined by 
thousands more Fenians from Counties Wicklow and Wexford. This demonstration, it was 
believed, would see most British troops leave Dublin City to deal with this threat, allowing 
for a rising by the 10,000 Fenians left in the city against the denuded Crown forces. 
However, these plans were revealed to the authorities by a number of spies and informers 
within the Fenian movement, which meant that the Dublin garrison was strengthened 
and key positions such as the Four Courts, the Royal Exchange and the Amiens Street 
railway station received military guards. In addition to this, the night of 4–5 March 1867 
saw torrential snow and sleet that quickly sapped Fenian morale. Ultimately, the 1867 
Rising was to prove something of a debacle. A breakdown in command structures and 
communications meant that many thousands of Fenians assembled, mainly at Tallaght 
Hill, waiting for orders that never came and then dispersed as they believed the rising had 
been called off. No major buildings in Dublin City were attacked, though police barracks 
at Tallaght, Dundrum, Stepaside and Glencullen were attacked and the policemen at 
Stepaside and Glencullen surrendered. 

After 1867 the Fenian movement continued as a political force. Membership of a secret 
society was still attractive to many advanced nationalists. There were daring prison 
breaks, to rescue senior Fenians in Manchester and in the penal settlement in Western 
Australia. However, as F. S. L. Lyons has noted, between 1867 and 1891 ‘the alternatives 
to Fenianism were powerful and seductive’, with the formation and rise of the Home Rule 
movement, with recovery only coming in the 1890s. Indeed, as noted above, in the ‘New 
Departure’ many Fenians reconciled themselves to constitutional nationalism and support 
of the IPP. The most committed Fenians were involved in bombing campaigns in England; 
indeed, Tom Clarke, one of the future leaders of the Easter Rising in 1916, was sentenced 
in June 1883 in the Old Bailey in London to life imprisonment for his part in a ‘dynamite 
conspiracy’ (he was to be released in 1898). The Fenian movement was to play a major 
role in the 1916 Easter Rising and in the formation of the IRA in 1919–21.

Teaching and Learning Activity
Questions for discussion:

1.  To what extent do you see the Fenian movement as the natural successors 
to the United Irishmen and Young Irelanders?

2.  Does the failure of the 1867 Rebellion mean that the Fenian movement should be seen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJtpoUd4S3U
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as an unimportant strand of late nineteenth-century Irish nationalism?
3.  Why did the Rebellions of 1803, 1848 and 1867 fail so spectacularly?
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4. Opposition to the Union: Cultural 
Nationalism

As noted above, the Young Irelanders, identified as a revolutionary movement due to 
their leadership of the 1848 Rebellion, are also very important in the history of cultural 
nationalism. They promoted the Irish language and literature, notably through the Nation 
newspaper.

(a) The GAA

The most popular element within cultural nationalism in the nineteenth century was 
the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA). This movement was formed in 1884 and sought to 
re-establish the position of distinctively Irish sports and lead young men away from so-
called ‘garrison games’ such as football, rugby and cricket, which had, in large part, been 
introduced into Ireland by the British army. There was a wider context for this as the late 
nineteenth century saw the development of spectator sports, with properly codified rules 
and leagues, seen most notably in the Football Association in England and the baseball 
leagues in the USA. From the early days, the Irish Republican Brotherhood was involved in 
the development of the GAA.

Web Article

The GAA has no ‘official history’ online, but please see the link below for 
details of its museum and online archives which it is developing:

https://crokepark.ie/gaa-museum-tours/gaa-museum

(b) The Gaelic League

The Gaelic League was inspired by Douglas Hyde’s famous lecture to the Irish Literary 
Society in November 1892 ‘On the Necessity for De-Anglicizing the Irish People’. It was 
formed in 1893 in an attempt to restore the Irish language and introduce it into the 
educational curriculum at all levels (Irish was, by this stage, spoken by less than 10% of 
the Irish population, mostly in the remote West of the country). The movement is seen as 
anti-materialist by Roy Foster and anti-modernist by J. J. Lee. The League campaigned 
for bi-lingual signposts and street names. Early membership, as recalled by Sean O’Casey 
and James Joyce, was respectable, suburban, bourgeois and tiny. Only in 1897 was the 
secretary permitted to purchase a regular minute book, showing the precarious financial 
position! An increase in membership owed much to the South African War of 1899–1902, 
which many Irish nationalists viewed as an oppressive British imperial campaign against 
the Boers. The Gaelic League had 107 branches in 1899, but 400 by 1902.

Douglas Hyde originally saw the Gaelic League as non-sectarian and believed in an Irish 
race identified by its language, rather than religion. However, the Irish language and 
Gaelic culture quickly became linked to Catholicism and nationalism. Hyde resigned as 
President of the Gaelic League in 1915, bemoaning the politicisation of the movement. 
Feminists played a role in the Gaelic League, forming their own ‘Daughters of Ireland’ in 

https://crokepark.ie/gaa-museum-tours/gaa-museum
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1900. This group discouraged the reading and circulation of ‘low’ English literature, the 
singing of English songs and the attendance at ‘vulgar’ English entertainments such as 
the music halls.

Web Article

See article by Barry Sheppard on the Gaelic League:  
http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/irishhistorylive/IrishHistoryResources/

Shortarticlesandencyclopaediaentries/Encyclopaedia/LengthyEntries/GaelicLeague/

F. S. L. Lyons suggested that, with the fall of Parnell, many of the energies that had been 
channelled into constitutional nationalism were diverted into cultural nationalism in the 
1890s. However, more recent works have stressed that many IPP MPs were firm supporters 
of the GAA, and men could support both constitutional and cultural nationalism 
simultaneously.

Teaching and Learning Activity
Questions for discussion:

1.  To what extent did the Gaelic League and Gaelic Athletic Association provide an 
alternative to constitutional nationalist politics?

2.  In what ways was cultural nationalism linked to militant nationalism in nineteenth 
century Ireland?

3.  How popular was cultural nationalism between 1880 and 1900?
4.  Was Edward Saunderson a more effective political leader than Charles Stewart Parnell?
5.  To what extent did Irish Unionist organisations mirror those of Irish nationalism?
6.  How important was militancy within Irish nationalism and unionism between 1800 

and 1900?

http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/irishhistorylive/IrishHistoryResources/Shortarticlesandencyclopaediaentries/Encyclopaedia/LengthyEntries/GaelicLeague/
http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/irishhistorylive/IrishHistoryResources/Shortarticlesandencyclopaediaentries/Encyclopaedia/LengthyEntries/GaelicLeague/
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5. The British Government Response 
to Irish Nationalism

(a) The Union and Catholic Emancipation

The initial British response to Irish nationalism was the Act of Union of 1801. The British 
Prime Minister William Pitt had probably been considering a Union since at least the mid-
1780s, but the 1798 Rebellion and the war against France provided the decisive impetus 
to secure the weak flank in British defences that was Ireland. He had wanted to include 
Catholic Emancipation with the Act, to more effectively wed the Irish Catholic people 
to the new constitutional arrangement, but the opposition of George III could not be 
overcome, and so Pitt resigned. The failure to deliver Catholic Emancipation was a flaw in 
the Union arrangement from the beginning.

Web Article

Visit the Victorian Web for an analysis of the Act of Union:
http://www.victorianweb.org/history/ireland1.html

One of the factors in O’Connell’s success in achieving Catholic Emancipation in 1829 
was the disarray that the ruling Tory party found itself in after the resignation of 
Lord Liverpool in 1827.  Furthermore, faced by the prospect of civil unrest in Ireland if 
O’Connell was denied a seat in the House of Commons after his victory in the Clare by-
election, Wellington (Prime Minister) and Peel (Home Secretary) decided that Catholic 
Emancipation must be conceded.

Web Article

For a British perspective on the Catholic Emancipation crisis, see the Web of 
English History website:

http://www.historyhome.co.uk/peel/ireland/peelcema.htm

(b) The Lichfield House Compact 

In 1835, a ‘marriage of convenience’ was arranged between the Whigs and the 
O’Connellites in order to bring an end to Peel’s ‘100-day ministry’ and restore the Whigs 
to power. We have already considered what O’Connell got from this deal; for the Whigs, 
there was the prospect of a more peaceful Ireland as the issue of the tithe was addressed, 
but with Irish parliamentary support, Lord Melbourne’s government was able to pursue its 
own programme of reform. The Whig government, however, in due course lost its zeal for 
reform.

(c) Peel and Repeal 

The election of 1841 brought the Tories back to power and prompted O’Connell to revive 

http://www.victorianweb.org/history/ireland1.html
http://www.historyhome.co.uk/peel/ireland/peelcema.htm
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his campaign for Repeal of the Union. However, this time he faced a united British 
government led by one of the great Prime Ministers of the nineteenth century, Robert 
Peel, who was able to anticipate O’Connell’s strategy. For Peel and most British MPs, the 
Union was sacrosanct and there was a determined resolution to protect it. Peel sought 
to do so by a policy that combined coercion (e.g. the Arms Act) and conciliation (e.g. 
the Maynooth grant). The policy did indeed seem to work, and with the outbreak of the 
Famine, Repeal became an irrelevancy.

Web Article

For an overview of Peel’s Irish policy, including his response to the Famine, 
see the Web of English History website:

http://www.historyhome.co.uk/peel/ireland/peelire.htm

(d) The response of British governments to the Famine

Peel’s actions undoubtedly helped to ease the crisis of the Famine in several ways. While 
declaring that, in deference to the restrictions of laissez-faire dogma, it was ‘wise not 
to be too liberal’, Peel knew that the government had to act, and therefore went to the 
limits which circumstances would allow. He established food depots, created public works 
schemes and made funds available for soup kitchens. In November 1845, £100,000 of 
American Indian corn was purchased and he sanctioned an additional £40,000 for relief 
efforts in 1845–6, with the money allocated to private charities. Peel’s initiative meant 
that Famine deaths were a rarity. However, his decision to import the Indian corn drew 
Peel into direct conflict with the majority of his party, whose determination to resist 
any amendment to the Corn Laws ultimately created the political crisis which ended 
his political career in 1846. The Whig government that now took power under Lord John 
Russell faced a much more severe situation in Ireland than did Peel. The potato blight 
returned in 1846 on a greater scale than before. The winter of 1846–7 was extremely 
severe, with snow falling in April 1847. Despite their promises, merchants brought little 
food into the country, while large amounts continued to be exported. Relief schemes on 
such a scale were inevitably hampered by bureaucracy, with the Board of Works having 
12,000 subordinate officials. However, Russell was not entirely hamstrung by the doctrine 
of laissez-faire. For example, a Board of Works was created which provided employment 
for 750,000 people on public works schemes. Food was distributed through local food 
depots and direct from soup kitchens, which fed 3 million. Nonetheless, the verdict seems 
to be that his government could and should have done much more.

Web Article

Read Jim Donnelly’s view on the Irish Famine on the BBC History website:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/famine_01.shtml

(e) Gladstone and Ireland

In the wake of the Fenian attacks in Britain in 1867,  Gladstone had famously proclaimed 
the following year that his ‘mission was to pacify Ireland’. He certainly lost no time in 
getting the mission underway when the Liberals won the general election of 1868. During 

http://www.historyhome.co.uk/peel/ireland/peelire.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/famine_01.shtml
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his ministry of 1868–74 the Church of Ireland was disestablished and a first Irish Land 
Act was passed, guaranteeing compensation for any evicted tenant who had carried out 
improvements to his property. His second ministry, starting in 1880, produced a second 
Land Act that established the three Fs: fixity of tenure, fair rents and free sale. Agrarian 
violence was countered with a Coercion Act. In the middle of the decade Gladstone 
embraced Home Rule – but at the expense of Liberal unity and also without success, the 
first Home Rule Bill defeated in the Commons in 1886, while the second met a similar fate 
in the Lords in 1893.

Web Article

Access a detailed consideration of Gladstone’s Irish policy:
http://www.iisresource.org/Documents/0A5_06_Gladstone_Ireland.pdf

(f) Conservatism, Liberal Unionism and the fight against Home 
Rule

While Home Rule split the Liberal Party, it ultimately augmented the Conservative Party, 
the party of the Union. Irish Unionists and the Orange Order were fierce in their resistance; 
for them, any measure of Home Rule was denounced as nothing other than Rome Rule. 
Lord Randolph Churchill was anxious to undermine the rapport that had developed 
between the Liberal Party under William Gladstone and the Irish Parliamentary Party 
under Charles Stewart Parnell. Churchill was fundamentally opposed to Home Rule and 
planned to use his name in Ulster to give heart to those within the ranks of the Orange 
Order that were prepared to resist by any means the bringing in of such a measure. He had 
written to a friend some days previously what his plan was: ‘I decided some time ago that 
if the G.O.M. went for Home Rule, the Orange card would be the one to play. Please God it 
may turn out to be the ace of trumps and not the two’. The revitalised Orange Order had 
sponsored meetings for all who were against Home Rule. It arranged the meeting in the 
Ulster Hall on 23 February 1886 at which the main speaker was to be Churchill himself. 
He gave, to a wildly enthusiastic audience, a slogan that was to become their rallying 
cry in the years ahead: ‘Ulster will fight and Ulster will be right’. Thus began the close 
association between the Conservative Party and the Unionists in Ireland that was to be 
such a feature of Anglo-Irish relations for decades to come.

Gladstone’s decision to pursue a policy of Home Rule for Ireland in 1886 divided the 
Liberal Party to the core and prompted the departure of the Liberal Unionists, who 
subsequently formed a separate political party, under the leadership of the Marquess 
of Hartington. Hartington’s own brother, Lord Frederick Cavendish, had been murdered 
by republicans in Dublin and Gladstone’s critics were anxious to stem further violence 
in the country. They also feared that his plans for Ireland would destabilise the British 
Empire by giving other nations an appetite for self-determination. In April 1886, a Liberal 
Unionist office opened in Spring Gardens and the following month, the Liberal radical 
Joseph Chamberlain visited Hartington’s Devonshire home, where he agreed to join forces 
with the Whigs in order to defeat the Home Rule Bill. In order to achieve their objective, 
Hartington and Chamberlain forged an electoral agreement with the Conservatives ahead 
of the 1886 election, where they went on to win 78 seats. So began a working relationship 
between the two men that was to last over the next 18 years.

Initially, however, Chamberlain saw the alliance as a temporary arrangement. Despite 
having resigned from Gladstone’s cabinet in March, Chamberlain was confident that he 

http://www.iisresource.org/Documents/0A5_06_Gladstone_Ireland.pdf
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would soon be reunited with his radical colleagues and predicted that Home Rule would 
be promptly forgotten once the Grand Old Man had retired. Once it became clear that 
Gladstone had no intention of either retiring or abandoning Home Rule, Chamberlain 
realised that he would have to make his estrangement from the Liberals a more 
permanent one, and in August 1886 he joined with Hartington in formally establishing the 
Liberal Unionist Party.

Despite the fact that certain Liberal Unionists, such as Sir George Trevelyan, drifted back 
to the Liberal fold, the party remained allied with the Conservatives throughout Salisbury’s 
second ministry, before finally joining Salisbury’s third administration in 1895. By this 
time, Hartington had succeeded his father as 8th Duke of Devonshire in the House of Lords 
and Chamberlain had developed even closer ties with the Conservative Party. This was the 
era in which the Conservatives attempted ‘kill Home Rule with kindness’.

Web Article

Read a review of Ian Cawood’s The Liberal Unionist Party: A History on the 
Reviews in History website:

http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/1336

http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/1336
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6. The Significance of Social and 
Economic Issues

(a) Pre-Famine Ireland

The increase in population – from 5 million in 1780 to 8 million in 1845 – meant 
overcrowding on the land and an undue dependence on the potato. This contributed to 
sub-division. There was a lack of inward investment from landlords. Most landowners 
invested little money on the upkeep of farms or on substantial agricultural improvements, 
preferring to spend the money on their houses. Over one million of the agricultural 
community was classed as ‘landless labourers’, who were frequently unemployed. 
Under-employment, rather than unemployment, was one of the great social evils of rural 
Ireland. The summer months were especially difficult, as the lack of money to buy food 
was a problem made worse by poor communications throughout the most remote and 
impoverished parts of the community. Successive governments failed to intervene with 
remedial legislation, such as state-aided emigration. All governments, however, were 
reluctant to act decisively since landowners dominated Parliament, and for them ‘reform’ 
meant a threat to their position. Even the domestic work of spinning and weaving in their 
own homes, which sustained so many smallholders and labourers in earlier years, was 
drying up as a result of the decline of the Irish woollen and domestic linen industries 
after 1800. Agricultural problems were enhanced by the lack of industrial development 
in the south and west of Ireland, as there was no prospect of even a temporary means of 
earning alterative income. With the exception of Ulster, Ireland had no industrial base. The 
north of Ireland had, by 1839, 35 linen mills which employed 7,000 people. There was no 
significant middle class of entrepreneurs or an adequate transport system.

(b) The impact of the Famine

Politically, O’Connell was forced to alter his political priorities in the final stages of his 
career, giving emphasis to Famine-related issues rather than to the repeal question. 
The Famine also immobilised the Young Ireland revolt of 1848. The arrival of so many 
Irish peasants into America created an Irish-American lobby hostile to Britain, and 
supportive of both constitutional and revolutionary nationalism. The Famine highlighted 
the profound problems with the Irish land system and popularised the radical agrarian 
agenda of John Mitchel and Fintan Lalor. Economically, the Famine caused the death 
of 1 million people of a population of 8.25 million, combined with the migration of 1.5 
million in only ten years (1845–55). The chief casualties of the Famine were the cottiers, 
who lived at subsistence level and who were more susceptible to starvation, disease and 
migration. The pattern of landholding changed; one quarter of all farms disappeared 
between 1845 and 1851, while the average size of farms increased in the same period. 
Around 10% of landlords went bankrupt, and the Encumbered Estates Act of 1849 
accelerated the sale of land. In the 1850s, some 3,000 estates were sold. Socially, the 
Famine accelerated emigration trends. In 1847, 220 000 emigrated, while in 1852, 368 
000 left Ireland. Furthermore, the Famine popularised a range of attitudes which ensured 
further decline in the population. Late marriages and celibacy combined with high 
emigration levels produced a long-term population decline. The number of Irish speakers 
fell from about half of the population in 1845 to 23% by 1851.
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Web Article

Visit the History Place for an in-depth analysis of both pre-Famine Ireland 
and the impact of the Famine itself:
http://www.historyplace.com/worldhistory/famine/introduction.htm

Web Video

Watch a two-part BBC documentary from 1995 about the Famine on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uNMGzSL42U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJGQVQvtekM

(c) Davitt and the Land League

Michael Davitt had come to the conclusion that the only long-term solution to the Irish 
land problem was to make the cultivators of the soil its proprietors. As an interim goal 
he targeted the three Fs – fair rent, fixity of tenure and free sale – and it was with this 
initial objective in focus that the Land League was established in 1879. Charles Stewart 
Parnell became President of the Land League, thereby merging the political reform 
campaign (for Home Rule) with the social reform campaign (for land reform). While the 
Land League agitated across Ireland, Parnell spearheaded a campaign of obstructionism 
at Westminster. This period also saw outbreaks of violence, usually referred to as the Land 
War. Ultimately the Land League achieved both its short-term and long-term goals with 
the passing of Gladstone’s Land Act of 1881 and Wyndham’s Land Act of 1903.

(d) Industrial development in Ulster

In marked contrast to the rest of Ireland, Ulster – and in particular Belfast and its 
industrial hinterland – experienced growing economic prosperity under the Union, 
especially in the second half of the nineteenth century when the mid-Victorian boom 
got underway. One of the principal objections to Home Rule by Ulster Unionists was that 
this prosperity would be seriously jeopardised by any change to Ireland’s constitutional 
status. In this context, the case made by the Belfast Chamber of Commerce to Gladstone 
against Home Rule is worth noting.

As noted by Liam Kennedy of Queen’s University Belfast, by the end of the nineteenth 
century, Ulster had two of the world’s leading shipyards, Harland & Wolff and Workman 
Clark, and it was a world leader in the manufacture of linens. As Professor Kennedy further 
notes: ‘A range of smaller industries, including Mackies and Sirocco in engineering, 
Dunville and Bushmills in distilling, Gallahers in tobacco manufacture, Cantrell & 
Cochrane in mineral waters, the Belfast Ropeworks and the shirt making industry in 
Londonderry filled out the picture of industrial progress’. As Professor Kennedy concludes, 
‘it seems clear that the favourable economic experience of Ulster Protestants under the 
Union gave ample reason to support the Union’.
 

Teaching and Learning Activity
Questions for discussion:

1.  To what extent was Irish politics and Irish society in the second half of the nineteenth 
century dominated by the memory and impact of the Famine?

http://www.historyplace.com/worldhistory/famine/introduction.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uNMGzSL42U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJGQVQvtekM
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2.  Was the Land War necessary for both the Land League and the Irish Parliamentary 
Party to achieve their goals?

3.  To what extent was Ulster’s attachment to the Union solely about protecting its 
economic and commercial prosperity?
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